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	Schaum's Outline of Programming with C++, 9780071353465 (0071353461), McGraw-Hill, 2000
Master programming with C++ with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects!

Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores and final grades with these indispensable study guides. Get the edge on your classmates. Use Schaum's! If you don't have a lot of time but want to excel in class, use this book to: brush up before tests; find answers fast; study quickly and more effectively; get the big picture without poring over lengthy textbooks. Schaum's Outlines give you the information your teachers expect you to know in a handy and succinct formatwithout overwhelming you with unnecessary detail.

You get a complete overview of the subject. Plus, you get plenty of practice exercises to test your skill. Compatible with any classroom text, Schaum's Outlines let you study at your own pace and remind you of all the important facts you need to rememberfast! And Schaum's Outlines are so complete, they're perfect for preparing for graduate or professional exams. Inside, you will find:

	Full coverage of Computer Science I-II, using the computing language taught by 83% of all colleges;  
	Simplified explanations of recursion, logic, polymorphism, algorithms, and more;  
	470 solved problems in computer science, including step-by-step annotations;  
	Examples and worked problems that help you master programming with C++.  


If you want top grades and a thorough understanding of programming with C++, this powerful study tool is the best tutor you can have!


About the Author
   Jonn R. Hubbard, Ph.D. (Richmond, VA) is Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Richmond. He is the author of the popular Schaum's Outline Programming with C++ and Programming with Java.
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Practical Guide to Salesforce Communities: Building, Enhancing, and Managing an Online Community with Salesforce Community CloudApress, 2018

	
		Whether you are brand new to the world of Salesforce communities or you are looking to take your Community Cloud knowledge to the next level, this detailed guide will help you to build and manage a Salesforce community by leveraging the declarative power of the platform with clicks, not code.

	
		Each Salesforce community is...



		

Digital Video Essentials: Shoot, Transfer, Edit, ShareSybex, 2003
Digital Video Essentials is a thoroughly revised, updated, and redesigned version of author Erica Sadun's Digital Video: I Didn't Know You Could Do That. It features tutorials, tips, tricks, projects, and a fully loaded CD.
Topics covered include: setting up a digital video studio; planning, scripting, and shooting videos; mixing shot...


		

MySQL Connector/Python Revealed: SQL and NoSQL Data Storage Using MySQL for Python ProgrammersApress, 2018

	Move data back and forth between database and application. The must-have knowledge in this book helps programmers learn how to use the official driver, MySQL Connector/Python, by which Python programs communicate with the MySQL database. 

	

	This book takes you from the initial installation of the connector through basic...





	

Bioinformatics for Geneticists (Hierarchical Exotoxicology Mini Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Bioinformatics for Geneticists describes a step by step approach to key bioinformatics and genetic analysis procedures, based upon practical experience gained after many years of direct bioinformatics support for laboratory geneticists. It features detailed case studies of problems and analytical approaches that are specific to the needs...

		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Amazing SexAlpha, 1999
You're no idiot, of course!  You know there's more to sex than the missionary position, that oral sex doesn't mean talking about sex, and that safe sex doesn't mean doing it in a bank vault. But when it comes to having a truly amazing sexual encounter, you feel like there's just no sizzle in your sex life.  You can make things hot!  The Complete...

		

Flex Mobile in ActionManning Publications, 2012


	It has been almost two years now since Adobe started releasing super-secret early betas

	of their mobile AIR runtimes and Flex framework. During that time, only a select few

	were kicking the tires and seeing what was possible while waiting for more phones to

	successfully run Android 2.2 and the iPhone packager to be completed.
...
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